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Abstract—This paper presents a two-dimensional time series
prediction approach for cyclone track prediction using cooper-
ative neuro-evolution of Elman recurrent networks in the South
Pacific region. The latitude and longitude of tracks of cyclone
lifetime is taken into consideration for past three decades
to build a robust forecasting system. The proposed method
performs one step ahead prediction of the cyclone position
which is essentially a two-dimensional time series prediction
problem. The results show that the Elman recurrent network
is able to achieve very good accuracy in terms of prediction of
the tracks which can be used as means of taking precautionary
measures.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recurrent neural networks have been an important focus
of research as they can be applied to difficult problems in-
volving time-varying patterns [1], [2], [3]. Their architecture
makes them suitable for modelling temporal sequences and
they have shown to be effective for time series prediction
[4].

Cooperative coevolution (CC) is a neuro-evolution
method that divides a problem into subcomponents that
are similar to the different species in nature [5] and has
been effective for time series prediction [4], [6] . Problem
decomposition is an important procedure in cooperation
coevolution that determines how the subcomponents are
decomposed which actually means dividing the neural net-
work into smaller regions [7]. It has been shown that the
problem decomposition method is dependent on the partic-
ular neural network architecture and training problem [8].
The two major established problem decomposition methods
are synapse level (SL) and neuron level (NL) methods. In
synapse level problem decomposition, the subcomponents
are defined by the weight connection which is known as
synapse [2], [9], [4]. In neuron level problem decomposition,
the neural network gets decomposed by use of neurons in the

network [10], [8].

The forecast for future tropical cyclone track is consid-
ered extremely important for avoiding casualties and mitigat-
ing damage to properties [11], [12]. Cyclones behave differ-
ently in different ocean basins, hence meteorological offices
around the world adapt to a combination of techniques to
predict several interrelated features of the cyclone, including
tracks, intensity, induced storm surges, and accompanying
rainfall to achieve highest level of accuracy and reliability
[11], [13], [14], [15]. There has been a number of cyclone
track prediction methods and models developed for various
ocean basins [13], discussed in detail later. However, compu-
tational intelligence methods such as neural networks has not
been widely used in cyclone track forecasting, hence there
is a scope for its application.

We employ a two-dimensional time series prediction
approach for cyclone track prediction in the South Pacific
region. The latitude and longitude of tracks of cyclone
lifetime is taken into consideration for past three decades.
We use cooperative neuro-evolution of Elman recurrent net-
works to build a robust forecasting system that can perform
one step ahead prediction of the cyclone position. We em-
ploy cooperative neuro-evolution using Neuron and Synapse
level problem decomposition methods. We reconstruct two-
dimensional time series data in 4 different sets using Taken’s
theorem [16]. The performance of the different reconstructed
data sets and problem decomposition methods are compared
and a discussion for real-time system is also given.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. A brief
background on tropical cyclones is given in Section 2 and
Section 3 gives details of the proposed method for cyclone
track prediction. Section 4 gives experimental results and
discussion. Section 5 concludes the work with a discussion
on future work.



II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Background on Tropical Cyclones

A tropical cyclone is a low pressure system with a warm
core which is characterised by cyclonic tangential and in-
flowing radial winds [17]. The six major conditions necessary
but not limited to the formation of tropical cyclones are:
(1) warm sea surface temperature (> 26◦ C) to accumulate
heat that supplies the energy necessary for cyclone formation,
(2) a pre-existing disturbance, (3) moist mid-troposphere to
promote large scale thunderstorm activity, (4) location of low
pressure zone away from the equator to sustain the system
through Coriolis force, (5) sufficient vorticity (amount of
rotation of air) and convergence (inflow of air), and (6) weak
vertical shear of the horizontal winds between 850- and 200-
mb pressure levels [18], [19].

Once a cyclone is formed, it usually moves over the ocean
in the direction away from the equator and lasts a few days
to sometimes 2-3 weeks [20]. A cyclone can travel hundreds
of kilometres during its lifetime and the actual path of the
cyclone’s eye is known as the cyclone’s track. A cyclone
forecast consists of cyclone track, intensity, induced storm
surges, rainfall and threat to coastal areas [12]. The direction
of cyclone movement is the most important feature in the
forecast as it helps the inhabitants to prepare ahead of time,
thus minimise damage to life and property. For this reason,
forecasting cyclone track is considered extremely important
forecast function by scientists and meteorological agencies
around the world [11].

The precise observational data of the ongoing cyclone and
a high quality historical data that reveals typical behavioural
patterns in the cyclone movement are very crucial in making
accurate cyclone track forecast [21], [11], [22], [23]. A num-
ber of cyclone track forecast techniques are being employed
by various tropical cyclone forecasting centres, such as: av-
eraging across occurrences, statistical forecasting techniques,
dynamical and numerical forecasting techniques, statistical-
dynamical techniques and hybrid forecasting techniques [21].
The current cyclone track forecasting techniques are based
on four factors: (1) averaging across previous cyclones, (2)
statistical modelling of previous cyclones, (3) numerical and
dynamical modelling of physical forces affecting cyclones,
and (4) considering past data by detection of reoccurring
behaviour patterns [14], [15]. Detailed description of the
listed techniques is discussed in Roy and Kovordanyi (2012)
[13].

B. Related work on Cyclone Track Prediction

In the South-west Pacific, region of focus in this study,
the techniques used for cyclone forecasting are just a few.
Fiji, for example; uses a subjective assessment of synoptic
reasoning, evaluation of the cyclone’s steering current and
expected changes in the large-scale surrounding flow fields.
In addition to subjective assessment, Darwin and Brisbane
in Australia utilise three other techniques for cyclone track
forecasting [11]. (1) Analog forecast that takes into account
features of the cyclone (eg., latitude, longitude, intensity,
maturity, and past motion) and compared with those of
previous cyclones in the same region so that one or more
analogues can be selected. The cyclone movement is then

derived from the previous analogues. (2) Steering current
technique that involves analysis of winds at specified points
and altitudes around the cyclone. According to Bureau of
Meteorology Research Centre (2000) [24], the actual forecast
using steering current technique can be based either on
simple regression analysis or on analysis of the advection
and propagation of winds, incorporating linear interactions
between the cyclone vortex and the background absolute
vorticity. (3) Statistical forecasting techniques are based on
regression analysis [11].

Artificial neural networks has been applied to cyclone
track forecasting based on satellite images [21] where a
multi-layer neural network was used to forecast the move-
ment of cyclones based on NOAA-AVHRR satellite images.
The trained neural network produced directional forecast
with 98% of the test images, adding to the confidence that
neural networks can be developed into effective tool for
cyclone track forecasting.

Understanding the geographical distribution and move-
ment pattern of tropical cyclones is crucial for studying the
topic. Figure 1 shows the climatology of tropical cyclone
genesis and tracks in the South Pacific Ocean. The genesis
location is the first point (longitude,latitude) of each recorded
cyclone that reached the depression stage, when maximum
surface wind speed upgrades to >20-knots, and the track is
the actual path the cyclone has taken during its lifetime. As
seen in the figure, the favourable region for tropical cyclone
formation is between 5◦S-20◦S clustered mainly in the south-
west Pacific. The movement of the cyclone is poleward, or
away from the equator, and is affected by the Coriolis and
steering flow.

III. COOPERATIVE NEURO-EVOLUTION OF RECURRENT
NETWORKS FOR CYCLONE TRACK PREDICTION

Recurrent neural networks use context units to store the
output of the state neurons from computation of the previous
time steps. The context layer is used for computation of
present states as they contain information about the previous
states. The Elman architecture [1] employs a context layer
which makes a copy of the hidden layer outputs in the
previous time steps. The dynamics of the change of hidden
state neuron activation’s in Elman style recurrent networks
is given by Equation (1). The Elman network is used for
prediction of latitude and longitude to determine the cyclone
path as shown in Figure 2. The context layer and weights in
in Figure 2 are used to propagate information from previous
time step that corresponds to previous data point of the time
series.

yi(t) = f

 K∑
k=1

vik yk(t− 1) +

J∑
j=1

wij xj(t− 1)

 (1)

where yk(t) and xj(t) represent the output of the context
state neuron and input neurons respectively. vik and wij

represent their corresponding weights. f(.) is a sigmoid
transfer function.



Fig. 1. Climatology of tropical cyclone genesis location (red dots) and track (green) from 1970-2013 in the South Pacific Ocean.

Fig. 2. Elman recurrent neural network used for prediction of latitude and
longitude to determine the cyclone path which becomes a two dimensional
time series problem. The context layer and weights are used to propagate
information from previous time step that corresponds to previous data point
of the time series.

In cooperative neuro-evolution of recurrent networks,
problem decomposition determines how the problem is bro-
ken down into subcomponents that involves weights in the
neuro-evolution problem. The subcomponents are imple-
mented as sub-populations that are evolved in a round-robin
fashion for a given number of generations known as the depth
of search.

The general cooperative neuro-evolution method for
training Elman recurrent neural networks is given in Algo-
rithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, the recurrent neural network is de-
composed in k subcomponents using neural level problem
decomposition method [3]. k is equal to the total number
of hidden, context and output neurons. Each subcomponents
contains all the weight links from the previous layer connect-
ing to a particular neuron. Each hidden neuron also acts as
a reference point for the recurrent (state or context) weight

links connected to it. Therefore, the subcomponents for a
recurrent network with a single hidden layer is composed as
follows:

1) Hidden layer subcomponents: weight-links from
each neuron in the hidden(t) layer connected to all
input(t) neurons and the bias of hidden(t), where
t is time.

2) State (recurrent) neuron subcomponents: weight-
links from each neuron in the hidden(t) layer
connected to all hidden neurons in previous time
step hidden(t− 1).

3) Output layer subcomponents: weight-links from
each neuron in the output(t) layer connected to
all hidden(t) neurons and the bias of output(t)

.

The subcomponents are implemented as subpopulations
that employ the generalised generation gap with parent-
centric crossover operator genetic algorithm [25].

A cycle is completed when all the subpopulations are
evolved for a fixed number of generations.

A major concern in the proposed method is the cooper-
ative evaluation of each individual in every subpopulation.
There are two main phases of evolution in the cooperative
coevolution framework. The first is the initialisation phase
and second is the evolution phase.

Cooperative evaluation in the initialisation phase is given
in Step 3. In the initialisation stage, the individuals in
all the subpopulations do not have a fitness. In order to
evaluate the ith individual of the kth subpopulation, arbitrary
individuals from the rest of the subpopulations are selected
and combined with the chosen individual and cooperatively
evaluated. The best individual is chosen once fitness has
been assigned to all the individuals of a particular subpop-
ulation [5]. Cooperative evaluation in the evolution phase
is shown in Step 3 (ii). This is done by concatenating the
chosen individual from a subpopulation k with the single
best individual from the rest of the subpopulations. The
algorithm halts if the termination condition is satisfied. The
termination criteria is a specified fitness is achieved which



Alg. 1 Cooperative Neuro-Evolution of Elman Recurrent Networks
Step 1: Decompose the problem into k subcomponents according to the number of Hidden, State, and Output neurons
Step 2: Encode each subcomponent in a subpopulation in the following order:
i) Hidden layer subpopulations
ii) State (recurrent) neuron subpopulations
iii) Output layer subpopulations
Step 3: Initialize and cooperatively evaluate each subpopulation
for each cycle until termination do

for each Subpopulation do
for n Generations do

i) Select and create new offspring
ii) Cooperatively evaluate the new offspring
iii) Add the new offspring to the subpopulation

end for
end for

end for

is given by mean absolute error on the validation data set.
Another termination condition is when the maximum number
of function evaluations has been reached.

A. Performance Evaluation

The root mean squared error (RMSE) and mean absolute
error (MAE) are used to evaluate the performance of the
proposed method for cyclone wind-intensity prediction.

These are given in Equation 2 (RMSE) and Equation 3
(MAE).

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(yi − ŷi)2 (2)

MAE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

|(yi − ŷi)| (3)

where yi and ŷi are the observed and predicted data, re-
spectively. N is the length of the observed data. These two
performance measures are used in order to compare the
results with the literature.

B. Data Pre-processing and Reconstruction

In the cyclone wind-intensity data, a number of missing
values were present for cyclones before 1985 and hence we
took values afterwards. The data contained track position in
terms of latitude and longitude and the wind-intensity of the
cyclones. We combined all the cyclones into a training and
test data set.

We used Taken’s theorem [16] to reconstruct the time
series data in stats-space vector. In this way, there is over-
lapping information about the time series data at different
windows taken at equally spaced time lags.

Given an observed time series x(t), an embedded phase
space Y (t) = [(x(t), x(t − T ), ..., x(t(D − 1)T )] can be
generated, where, T is the time delay, D is the embedding
dimension, t = 0, 1, 2, ..., N −DT − 1 and N is the length
of the original time series.

In the above case, only one dimensional time series is
considered. Our problem had two dimensions (latitude and
longitude) and hence Taken’s theorem was extended for two
dimensions.

The reconstructed vector is used to train the recurrent
network for one-step-ahead prediction where two neurons
are used in the input and the output layerto represent the
latitude and the longitude. The recurrent network unfolds k
steps in time which is equal to the embedding dimension D
[26], [27], [4].

IV. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

This section presents an experimental study of the pro-
posed system that employs recurrent neural networks for
cyclone track prediction. The neuron level (NL) [4] and
synapse level (SL) [4] problem decomposition methods are
used for training.

A. Experimental set-up

The Elman recurrent network employs sigmoid units in
the hidden and output layer.

The termination condition is when a total of 50 000
function evaluations has been reached by the cooperative co-
evolutionary method (NL and SL).

The time series data contained 6000 points in the training
set (Tropical Cyclones from 1985 - 2005) and 2000 points
in the test set (Tropical Cyclones from 2006 - 2013) taken
from JTWC data set which had readings taken at every 6
hours during the course of the tropical cyclones [28].

We used Taken’s theorem [16] for state-space reconstruc-
tion. The data set contained time series of wind-intensity
along with their position (latitude and longitude). We ap-
proached it as a two dimensional time series problem that
included the latitude and longitude that defines the tracks
of all the cyclones in the last three decades. We combined
all the cyclones together and performed data pre-processing
by considering the position in the southern hemisphere and
converting all into one region. The conversion of latitude was
done by multiplying the original latitude by -1 to accomodate
for South in the southern hemisphere. The longitudes with



East (E) coordinates remained unchanged while the West (W)
coordinates were subtracted from 360◦ to define all points
in terms of East coordinates for easier plotting of cyclone
tracks on spatial map.

We used the following combinations of dimension and
time lag using Taken’s.

• Configuration A: D = 4 and T = 2, reconstructed
dataset contains 3417 samples in training set and
1298 samples in test set.

• Configuration B: D = 5 and T = 3, reconstructed
dataset contains 2278 samples in training set and 865
samples in test set.

• Configuration C: D = 7 and T = 3, reconstructed
dataset contains 2277 samples in training set and 865
samples in test set.

• Configuration D: D = 7 and T = 4, reconstructed
dataset contains 1708 samples in training set and 649
samples in test set.

We employed three neurons in the input and output layer
of the Elman recurrent network as shown in Figure 2. We
experimented with different number of hidden neurons.

B. Results and Discussion

As specified in previous subsections, we used RMSE and
MAE as main performance measures with fixed training time.
The results are shown in Table I to Table IV. The mean and
95 % confidence interval is given from 30 experimental runs.
Each run approximately took about 1.5 hours of computation
time in 3.0 Giga hertz Intel Processor. The best results are
shown with least values of RMSE and MAE and given in
bold. The test for robustness of the proposed algorithm is
done using different sets of configuration shows scalability
as they contain varied data set sizes.

Overall, the best performance was given by NL method
(3 Neurons) in Configuration D where D of 7 and T of 4
was used as shown in Table IV. The results by SL method
in this configuration is also close. We note that the training
performance is lower in Configuration D when compared
to rest of the configurations. It seems, that in the rest of
configurations, there is over-fitting of data as lower better
training performance (in terms of lower values of RMSE
and MAE) have not been able to give better testing or
generalisation performance.

In general, NL problem decomposition method in co-
operative neuro-evolution has outperformed SL in all the
configurations.

Figure 3 and Figure 4 gives a typical experimental run
performance by NL method taken from Configuration B.

C. Discussion

Although a two-dimensional time series problem is gen-
erally difficult, the results have shown that the proposed
method has been very well able to give good prediction
performance which has been visualised in Figure 3 and 4.

The goal of this research was to develop a system for
prediction of the track of cyclones. We have not taken into
account the speed which can also be an attribute in building
a better system. The prediction of wind-intensity is also
important and a three-dimensional approach can predict both
the track and wind-intensity. Statistical techniques can be
used to determine the relationship between the track and the
wind intensity, i.e it would be interesting to find if there is
significant change or curvature in the track when the wind
intensity reaches a certain level. It would be interesting to
find the correlation of wind-intensity and track.

Figure 5 gives a map for the visualisation of the cyclones
and their tracks predicted by the proposed system. The
randomly chosen 10 cyclones that had more than 15 predicted
points, less first and last points, are used for plotting the
track. The first and last coordinate points were removed
for each cyclone as they had large (>5◦) errors in the x-
coordinate (longitude). In general, the error in predicted
longitude is reasonably large compared to the error in
predicted latitude from the original values, as illustrated in
the figure. Although the prediction is close to the actual
track, it can be further improved in future research. Mixture
of experts can be used to build a combined prediction
model, i.e. a separate neural network is assigned for wind-
intensity and another one is assigned for track prediction.
Moreover, other forms of neural network training method
can be used that include hybridisation of gradient based
methods with cooperative neuro-evolution. Feature extraction
in multi-dimensional time series prediction can also be
further explored.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a novel method that employed state-of-art
techniques in neuro-evolution for evolution Elman recurrent
networks for cyclone track prediction which was essentially a
two-dimensional time series prediction problem. The results
have shown to be very promising and a real-time imple-
mentation can be developed using web services and cloud
computing infrastructure.

In future work, other computational intelligence methods
can be used to compare with these results in order to build
a robust system for tropical cyclone track prediction. Neuro-
evolution and gradient based algorithms can be hybridised
and used for training and further improving the results. The
system can be extended to predict wind-intensity for tropical
cyclones and data outside the South Pacific region can also
be used for testing the method.
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Fig. 4. Typical prediction performance of a single experiment given by CCRNN for Cyclone track longitude test data set (2006 - 2013 tropical cyclones)

Fig. 5. Randomly chosen 10 tropical cyclone tracks. The red tracks correspond to original cyclone tracks while blue tracks correspond to predicted cyclone
tracks. The magenta coloured dots are the start location of the tropical cyclones.


